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Project Zygote Rapid prototyping for the Internet of Things



The Problem we set out to solve



“How to make interconnecting things easier?”



What IoT means to us ○ Seamless interconnection between any “IoT enabled” hardware and software components. ○ IoT is not vendor specific internet connected objects communicating between each other. ○ Logic is a part of the system - minimize human effort. ○ Can we have linux terminal style reactive programming - but with real objects? A mixture of real and virtual objects? That is when the true power of IoT is realised.



Too many “Standards” ○ Hardware : Thread, WiFi, Zigbee, BT 4.0, Z-Wave... ○ Network : 6LoWPAN, CoAP, XMPP, MQTT, STOMP... ○ App : WoT, SmartObjects, W3C-SSN, Physical web...



Current state of frameworks ○ Too old - Legacy architectural design keeps it from scaling. ○ Tied down to hardware - vendor lockin. ○ Not full stack - cloud, hardware, orchestration or analytics/visualization - no single bundle. ○ Not open source → not customizable. ○ Even full stack solutions have tightly bound components. Eg you can’t easily replace the dashboard with your own custom visualization tool.



What Zygote is ○ An end to end IoT framework that enables people to rapidly prototype and deploy their IoT application. ○ Comes bundled with Server code, hardware code, a visualization dashboard ○ Provides GUI to end users - for ease of use. API for developers - for customizability.



“CREATE IoT APPLICATIONS IN A MATTER OF MINUTES, WITH ZERO LINES OF CODE”



Framework Goals Simple and Extensible - Easy to use and customize. Hardware agnostic, protocol neutral. DRY - write a plugin for a sensor, reuse with ease. Each sensor/actuator should have a standard interface for interacting with it - irrespective of underlying protocol. ○ Any two components should be able to communicate with each other - irrespective of where they are. ○ Push and pull capabilities. Plus ability to set event trigger. ○ The environment should be scriptable- code logic should be able to manipulate data flows. We chose Javascript. ○ ○ ○ ○



ARCHITECTURE



○ Zygote Server is the cloud component of the framework, all nodes in the system connect to this component. It handles ○ Zygote Embed is the hardware component in the system. It behaves as the gateway to the local sensors/actuators and expose them to the server via WebSockets.



○ Zygote Dashboard is the tool to visualize sensor data (gauge, sparkline, etc.) and to emit user generated events or data (button, slider, etc). ○ Zygote Flowboard is the UI tool which enables the user to instantiate resources and create data flows between them. This is a layer over the REST api provided by the server, and is like the authoring tool for the whole ecosystem.



Using the framework We will use the Zygote framework to get real life temperature, light sensor data and visualize it on the browser. If the temperature hits a threshold temperature, an alert is raised on the browser



Embed + Server ○ Get the zygote package on your server and switch to the zygote-server folder - run the server script. $node server.js



This will accept incoming requests at port 3000. ○ Connect the WiFi enabled temperature, light sensor and Beaglebone Black to the WiFi router. ○ Get the package on your Beaglebone black and switch to zygote-embed directory. $node main.js :bbb :



Dashboard Create the required widgets under a panel on the dashboard.



Flow board



Without Zygote ○ Decide on the hardware platform, learn about specifics of that platform and API provided. ○ Write platform, protocol specific code. Also require knowledge of protocols used - nothing is abstracted. ○ Write server side code to collect and store the data. ○ Develop the frontend dashboard. ○ Add websocket support for streaming data. ○ If you want to add a sensor to the system - or want to change the flow, there will be downtime. ○ As the application grows, there is a lot of rigidity and redo of work while making changes.



Key Features REST - for configuring nodes and resources, WS for data flows and RPCs. REST + WS => Push and Pull ○ Resource abstraction - a generic read,write,config interface. Developers just have to use the RWC interface without worrying about how the actual communication takes place. ○ DRY - once you write a plugin, it will work for the sensor/actuator across various platforms - no more platform specific code. ○ Each resource is identified by a URL - and one node can seamlessly access resources on another node. ○



var tempRes = new Resource(“/bbb/temp/1”); //The temp sensor can be on any node! var temp = tempRes.read();



○



The framework is not tied down to a hardware platform or protocol used. Zygote loves everybody.



Key Features ○



○ ○



○ ○



The user can create a flow (data channel) between two or more objects. The flow can be event or time triggered and can have embedded JS code for arbitrarily logic. The framework has zero setup hassle and comes with a easy to use UI. One can start using it even without coding knowledge. The frontend of the framework (dashboard & flowboard) is completely replaceable with a user developed solution. All modules interact in a well defined manner - loosely coupled. The user can reconfigure the setup, add new nodes or flows with absolutely zero downtime. It allows programmatic control of all devices in the system. Even as a developer you need to know only JS to take full advantage.



Zygote Server ○ Handles registration of new nodes, creation + deletion of new resources on a node. POST /containers/ spec-file.json POST /bbb/gpio/ {'ep' : 'P1'}



○ Enables CRUD on resources. A call to the REST endpoint triggers a RPC via the websocket connection. POST /bbb/gpio/P1



{'value' : '1'}



○ The switching fabric routes data and events from one node to another. Eg. sensor pushing data to a gauge on the dashboard. ○ The flow module defines REST endpoints to create new flows and to delete/update old ones. Switching fabric comes into action while executing flows that involve remote resources. POST /flowboard/



flow-spec.json



Zygote Embed ○ A well defined plugin architecture to add support for new sensors and actuators. The plugin is just added to the plugins folder, and it is automatically picked up by the plugin module. ○ Each plugin has a generic read,write,configure interface, and is platform agnostic. ○ For every hardware supported there is a JSON struct defining the new hardware. It contains the pin list and pin behaviour. ○ This json spec file is used to register with the server and then connect over WS which lets the server access local resources. ○ Flow execution engine executes flows posted to the server. In case external resource interaction is required, a RPC is made to the server via the web socket.



Zygote Dashboard ○ The dashboard connects as a “soft node” to the server via websockets. The dashboard has two decoupled parts - the data component and UI component. ○ The UI component is the one user interacts with. Panels are created, and widgets are created inside them. ○ Data component talks to the server, the logic is similar to that of the zygote-embed nodes. It provides the server with access to the widgets. Just like hardware resources, widgets are associated with a URL of the form /dashboard// ○ The UI component implements an event emitter pattern, to which the data component listens to, and updates the relavent user action to the server.



Zygote Flowboard ● The key functionalities are to → create resources, develop flows, initiate/stop a flow. The whole flowboard is a UI layer over the REST API exposed by zygote server. ● On load, flowboard queries server to get info about all the nodes and displays it to the user. GET /containers/ ● The user then sees all the nodes available and can create a resource on a node. This translates to the following REST call POST ///



{'ep' : ''}



● Every resource created appears as a block, which can be dragged onto the canvas to create a flow. When the flow is to be posted to the server, the flowboard generates the required logic and posts it - POST /flowboard/ {“flow-struct” : {


Future Work ○ Implement security features - add authentication, encrypt data streams, etc. ○ Add various a realtime DB to the backend. Try RethinkDB for a pub sub model. ○ Try porting zygote to windows 10 IoT core. We have tested only linux systems so far. ○ Have a thorough fall back plan - what happens if one of the nodes crash? what if the server itself crashes? ○ Support for the mobile ecosystem.
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